
Common Concerns for XC (Summer Training) 

1. Can my MS child s1ll par1cipate in Viper at the HS? 

Yes. I have talked with Shawn Bartelt, the point person for summer school, and he has said that any MS 
kids who take Viper on the Tuesday/Thursday/Friday session (if you signed up for the other, you can 
switch), won’t have any problems.  Tuesday we don’t meet as a XC program, Thursdays you could do the 
run on your own or join us aIer you are done with Viper, and Fridays for Viper is condiJoning, and you 
will get plenty of that by coming with us.  So you can do the Tuesday and Thursday and come with us 
Fridays.  The HS kids can come in before summer training or aIer and sign up for a HS session.  

2. Do you meet if the weather is bad? 

Yes.  We adhere to the same rules as the WIAA does with weather.  We will run in the rain (it is actually 
FUN), but will not in lightning.  Any other crazy weather will be handled like we would do in any pracJce.  
Wait unJl it is safe.  In 13 years we had only one morning we eventually gave up on the idea of going out. 

3. Is all of this running at such a young age bad or dangerous? 

No.  There have actually been studies to address this very quesJon.  If you want more info, be sure to 
come to me and ask.  The key is progression and trying to prevent mental burnout at the younger ages 
and even older ages. 

4. Will doing distance running nega1vely affect an athlete’s explosiveness 
(sprin1ng, jumping, etc.)? 

NO!  I have wriVen an essay on this and run that essay by several college coaches and people who have 
Masters and PhD’s in Exercise Science and sports performance.  This noJon falls under the same beliefs 
as “liIing makes girls bulky and can stunt your growth if you do it when you are young.” They are myths. 

5. Is injury preven1on a priority for you as a program? 

YES!  An injured athlete does nothing for them or the program.  I have had a sports orthopedic doctor 
who knows me well tell me he has never seen a HS coach take more interest in trying to prevent injury.  
HOWEVER, injuries DO happen.  In our sport we don’t typically don’t have injuries that require surgery, 



like torn knee ligaments nor do we have concussions, dislocaJons, etc.  But we DO have what is referred 
to as “overuse injuries” such as tendoniJs and stress fractures.  Although simply taking Jme off heals all 
of these 100%, they are VERY frustraJng because they oIen end a season and all the goals of the 
athlete.  You cannot prevent these with certainty, but we will cover every variable we can that increases 
a person’s risk of these injuries.  Most of that is on the athlete and family to follow through with.  AIer a 
rough season a couple years ago I wrote a lengthy report that is perfect to read for anyone who wants to 
review the Jme I have put into researching it.  Please ask for a copy if you would like one.


